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Chapter 142

Inside an internet cafe in Cethos, everyone was gathering in the center of the
cafe to look at the big screen while waiting for Scary Phoenix to save Snow Fox.

In the game, Sirius kidnapped No.1 Beast of the Server and Snow Fox. She even
hung the two of them on the gates of the Rocky Pinnacle as she sat under there
with her 2-million sword. She then blatantly announced, ‘Scary Phoenix, if you
don’t show up before 9PM, I will kill your son and nephew!’

The moment everyone was waiting for was finally here. Also, the meeting was
during the peak hour of the game, so there were lots of people gathering below
the Rocky Pinnacle, waiting for Scary Phoenix to show up.

Scary Phoenix really crossed the line this time. Why does he keep on taking
away Sirius’ son? After abducting his son four to five times in a row, even a monk
would be furious about it. I wonder how Scary Phoenix is going to deal with this.

Under the scrutiny of the public, Scary Phoenix showed up and stood on top of
the Rocky Pinnacle silently while looking down at the crowd below, just like a
God. Correction! He himself was the only God in the game.

He’s here, he’s here! The master is here!

Whether it was the two who were kidnapped, or Sirius standing aside, or the
onlooking crowds, all of them gazed at Scary Phoenix above.

Snow Fox: ‘Uncle! Save me.’



No.1 Beast of the Server: ‘Haha, Sirius, my dad is here. You just wait for him to
beat you up!’

Sirius pointed her sword straight at Scary Phoenix above and bellowed, ‘Today,
I’ve kidnapped two of your people. I will return them to you if you agree to my two
conditions. First, give me back my son! Second, withdraw your disgusting
marriage proposal and put your son on a leash. From now on, we’ll keep out of
each other’s affairs. Otherwise, I’ll kill your son and nephew, ending your line of
succession!’

The first person in history who dared to threaten Scary Phoenix was born!

The whole server fell into complete silence as everyone unanimously looked
toward Scary Phoenix, waiting for his response.

At the moment, whether it was Stanley in the internet cafe, or Sophia in Villa
No.8, The Imperial, or Harry in Michael’s president suite in Xoskha—everyone
was waiting for Scary Phoenix to speak. Only a black warrior in the corner
seemed to have seen through everything while remaining silent.

Hale was operating his new character as he squeezed into the crowd of
onlookers. He wanted to see how Sirius would die later on.

The server was silent while everyone waited for Scary Phoenix to speak.

Ever since he showed up, he remained motionless and quiet.

Is he made dumb by the occasion?

A minute of silence later, he finally spoke, ‘Oh.’

There was nothing after that.



Sirius was shocked inside. Is the relationship between Scary Phoenix, Beast, and
Snow Fox not as good as expected?

She then repeated, ‘Scary Phoenix, if you don’t make a decision soon, I will kill
your son first!’

In reality, Harry pulled Michael’s frog hoodie. “Dad, hit him now!”

Therefore, Michael lazily moved his fingers on the keyboard and started
operating his character.

Harry thought that he was preparing to make his move, so he was a bit excited
inside. However, Scary Phoenix only made a move before retreating. The system
showed: ‘The player, Sirius233, has been kidnapped by Scary Phoenix.’

The server fell into dead silence as everyone remained speechless.

Meanwhile, Hale was looking at his computer screen with his mouth gaping
because he didn’t know what to say.

Boss is always ruthless and accurate with his moves!

After Scary Phoenix took Sirius233, he announced to the whole server, ‘Sirius, I
will only give you two choices. Marry me, or leave the game forever.’

Hale was still in a daze while he looked at his screen. All of a sudden, he
received a phone call from Sophia. On the other end, she roared hysterically,
“Find Scary Phoenix’s true identity within three days. I want to kill him.”

Hale felt distressed.

Even if I located him, she doesn’t have the capabilities to kill him!

He quickly comforted her, “Madam, calm down.”



Sophia roared again, “I can’t calm down. Now, I really want to r*pe him!”

Hale felt a thump in his heart. This is great. This is great! I’m pretty sure that
Scary Phoenix will enjoy this very much!

After hanging up the phone, Sophia started walking around the room furiously.
She couldn’t believe there was such a function where one could hijack her game
character straight away. Now, she was still logged into the game, and she could
also speak, but other than that, all of the other functions were locked.

If I go offline, I will never be able to log into this account again! It was so hard to
get my character to this stage that I can simply sell it for a few million! But it’s
taken away just like that by someone else!

She really wanted to smash something as she walked around in her frog pajama,
frustrated.

Meanwhile, Nathan was looking at her helplessly, but he was still sensible
enough to console her, “It’s alright. Let’s just start over with a new character.”

Sophia grabbed her hair. “You don’t get it. This is about my reputation. My
reputation!”

Not only did Scary Phoenix kidnap all my son’s characters, he even hijacked my
own character. My reputation is now completely destroyed! If I take it on the chin,
I am not a man! No! In reality, I’m a woman, but in the game, I’m a man! And he
still want me to be his b*tch! He’s a psychopath!

After kidnapping Sirius233, Scary Phoenix released Snow Fox and No.1 Beast of
the Server.

When Michael was done saving them, he exited the game.

In reality, he shut off the game and drove Harry away. Then, he put on his frog
hoodie and frog gloves before lying back on his bed.



He stretched his fingers out of his gloves and turned on his phone. He had a look
at his phone wallpaper, which he downloaded from Sophia’s IG Stories
yesterday.

In the picture, Sophia and Nathan were wearing parent-child one-piece pajamas.
The mother frog lifted the baby frog high with her hands while her eyes were
filled with love. The tiny face of the baby frog was also full of smiles.

Michael had never seen that smile on Nathan’s face before. When Nathan was
just a baby, both his parents passed away, so he became an orphan before he
could talk.

Even though Michael provided him with a great materialistic life and specifically
gathered many kids to grow up with him, he still lacked a lot of happiness that he
could only get from his parents. Coincidentally, Michael needed a wife, and
Nathan needed a mother, so he found Sophia.

By the looks of it now, I’ve made the right choice.

After putting down his phone, the daddy frog started to sleep.

In an internet cafe near Bayside University, the Esports Club of Bayside
University cheered as they congratulated Stanley. Immediately, someone asked
him, “Stan, who is Scary Phoenix? He’s amazing!”

However, Stanley didn’t answer the question.

My uncle is such a brilliant man. He can simply excel in any field! If everyone
finds out that Scary Phoenix is Michael, A.K.A. Taylor Murray, I think he himself
will be fine with it. In reality, he is an open man, and in the game, he is a
righteous hero, but I can’t risk revealing Beast’s identity!

If everyone finds out about Scary Phoenix, they will also know about Harry too. In
that case, everyone will immediately know that the sc*mbag in the game, Beast,



is actually Harry, A.K.A. Ethan Winston, the winner of the Best Actor. His
reputation would be ruined.


